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Introduction 
 

Three Rivers District Council (TRDC) are working in partnership with the Countryside Management 

Service (CMS) and the Croxley Green Parish Council (CGPC) to develop a new Greenspace Action Plan 

(GAP) for Croxleyhall Woods. The GAP will cover a five year period from 2018 to 2023.  

 

This briefing document has been produced to guide the first stage of the stakeholder engagement 

process that will support the writing of the GAP. 

 

GAPs are map based management plans that give focus and direction to the running and 

improvement of all types of open space. They are invaluable documents, providing a clear and 

logical process to determine the activities that should take place on a site over the specified period 

of time, in order to meet agreed project objectives and core aspirations.  

 

It is our intention to hold a structured engagement process to ensure stakeholders are fully aware of 

the main elements of the plan. Engagement will be encouraged, and opportunities to feed into the 

plan in a constructive and timely way will be promoted locally. You are invited to comment on the 

contents of this briefing document and/or the forthcoming draft plan using the feedback form, 

which can sent by post or email using the contact details provided. This first stage of engagement 

will run from 14
th

 August to 11
th

 September 2017. 

 

This briefing document provides some background information on the site, then goes on to outline 

some of the objectives and actions for the new GAP. It then summarises the methodology for the 

engagement process, and specifies how and when stakeholders will be engaged. 
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2. Background 
 

Croxleyhall Woods is a 15.6 hectare (39 acres) woodland located in Croxley Green, between 

Rickmansworth and Watford in the south-western corner of Hertfordshire. It is owned and managed 

by Three Rivers District Council, with support from the Countryside Management Service and the 

Croxley Green Parish Council.  The woodland is a Local Wildlife Site (89/008) and lies within the 

London Metropolitan Green Belt.  

 

The woodland occupies gently sloping ground rising from the floodplain of the Colne River to the 

south. It is surrounded on the other three sides by housing and school grounds, making up the 

southern extent of the settlement of Croxley Green. It is divided into three distinct compartments, 

separated by railway tracks and a new housing development; all three compartments are linked by a 

surfaced track, designated as a public bridleway.  A number of public footpaths connect to this 

bridleway. There is a network of informal, unsurfaced walking routes throughout the woodland 

which appear well used by the local community. 

 

The site is predominantly ancient semi-natural woodland (ASNW), meaning that there has been 

woodland present on the site for over 400 years. Some parts are considered to be plantations on 

ancient woodland sites (PAWS), where the ancient woodland composition has been modified, and 

other parts are secondary woodland, having established in the last 50-100 years following quarrying 

works.  The primary canopy tree species are oak, beech, birch and cherry, with a diverse mixture of 

minor species, including an unusual abundance of mature rowan trees. Hazel is abundant in the 

understorey in most parts; the structure of the woodland suggests that much of it was once 

managed as hazel coppice with oak standards, a practice which declined in Hertfordshire nearly a 

century ago. Parts of the woodland contain old gravel extraction pits from the early 1900s, and there 

is evidence of old wood banks with beech boundary stubbs. In the spring the ground flora is 

abundant with bluebells. 
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3. Site Location Map 
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4. Review of Progress 
 

The previous iteration of a Greenspace Action Plan for Croxleyhall Woods covered the period 

between 2008-2013. It prescribed a variety of actions including: bringing stored hazel coppice back 

into rotation; thinning of sycamore & coppicing regrowth; ride establishment and management;  

provision of site interpretation boards and the production of a site leaflet; and installation of bat and 

bird boxes. It is understood that the majority of these prescriptions were delivered upon during this 

period. 

 

Subsequently, the site was included in TRDC’s Small Woodlands Management Plan (currently under 

review), written in 2012 to facilitate their continued certification by the UK Woodland Assurance 

Standard (UKWAS). This plan stated that for the period between 2012-2017, the management 

strategy for this site would be largely non-intervention, with the exception of routine health and 

safety management, whilst resources were focused elsewhere on larger woodlands under TRDC 

ownership. 

 

Alongside the work of TRDC and CMS, the Croxley Green Parish Council are an active presence in the 

woodland, previously acting under a Memorandum of Understanding with TRDC. Most recently, they 

have  been engaged in the removal of sycamore regeneration and laurel, widening of footpaths by 

managing encroaching vegetation, and the identification and reporting of hazardous trees. It is 

hoped that the new plan can formalise this arrangement and include CGPC as active partners in the 

delivery of the new plan. 

 

This new plan will build on the priorities of TRDC’s Small Woodlands Management Plan, updating 

where necessary to take into account recent developments, for example around tree health, and 

developing a new set of detailed actions for 2018-2023. 
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5. Greenspace Action Plan 2018 – 2023 
 

The new Croxleyhall Woods GAP will lead on from the work of previous management plans for the 

site. It will be a simple, easy to read plan accessible to interested members of the public and for use 

by TRDC, CMS and CGPC officers and volunteers to guide the management of the site for a five year 

period.  

 

The plan will be largely map-based, with sequential annual management maps to show the actions 

planned for each year, with the resulting change represented on the map for the following year. The 

document will be reviewed annually to ensure it remains effective and relevant. It will identify 

works; provide specifications and enable funding and resources to be allocated for improvements. 

The aim and aspirations for the new plan will be as follows: 

 

 

Aim: 

 

A diverse and sustainable woodland, resilient against pressures of climate, pests and diseases; a 

woodland that is a haven for wildlife, well visited and cared for by the local community, and where 

small volumes of high quality timber are a by-product of effective, sustainable habitat management. 

 

Aspirations: 

 

· To agree a long term vision for the ongoing sustainable management of the woodland 

· To protect and enhance the woodland’s biodiversity and habitat value 

· To recognise and preserve ancient woodland features and structure 

· To address potential tree health issues affecting the site 

· To ensure the woodland is welcoming and safe for the local community  

· To encourage community involvement in the management of the site through volunteering 

and events 

· To ensure ongoing management costs are financially sustainable 

· To define the roles & responsibilities for the management of the site, so that all partners can 

contribute effectively to delivering a shared set of objectives 
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6. Stakeholder Engagement 
 

Effective stakeholder engagement is at the centre of a successful GAP. Their particular value as 

management documents comes from balancing the thoughts and aspirations of stakeholders and 

interest groups throughout the plan production process.  

 

In order to provide all stakeholders and interest groups the opportunity to feed into the production 

of the new GAP, we have adopted a structured two-stage approach to engagement. 

 

For the first stage, stakeholders will be invited to make comment on the core aspirations that we are 

putting forward as part of this briefing document; it is hoped that any further aspirations and/or 

issues will be brought to light through this information gathering process. 

 

For the second stage, stakeholders will be invited to read through and make comment on a draft of 

the GAP. Following this exercise, the final document will be produced and published.        

 

The following diagram shows the Greenspace Action Plan production process: 
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7. Feedback Form 
 

Thank you for taking the time to read this document. We are keen to receive feedback from you on 

our proposals for the new Croxleyhall Woods GAP. Please write your comments on this form and 

return via post or email using the contact details below, by Monday 11
th

 September at the latest. 

 

Name: 

 

 

Organisation: 

(if applicable) 

 

Address: 

 

 

Phone: 

 

 

Email: 

 

 

Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please continue overleaf if required 

 

FAO Matt Watts 

Countryside Management Service  

Environment Department 

County Hall 

Hertford 

Herts 

SG13 8DN 

 

Tel: 01992 555469 

Email: matthew.watts@hertfordshire.gov.uk 

 

 
 

 

 
 


